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Abstract
We conjecture a closed form expression of HOMFLY-PT invariants of double twist knots colored
by rectangular Young diagrams where the twist is encoded in interpolation Macdonald polynomials.
We also put forth a conjecture of cyclotomic expansions of HOMFLY-PT polynomials by rectangular
Young diagrams for any knot.
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1 Introduction
Colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials are two-variable quantum knot invariants associated
with irreducible representations of AN type Lie algebras. Although several methods to com-
pute HOMFLY-PT polynomials for arbitrary color in principle are known, carrying out ex-
plicit computation is practically very challenging for general non-torus knots and colors.
However, in recent years, studying the structural properties of colored HOMFLY-PT polyno-
mials, closed form expressions for symmetric representations have been found for a certain
class of non-torus knots.
Actually, the structural properties become more apparent at the level of HOMFLY-PT
homology that categorifies quantum HOMFLY-PT polynomials. Lately, the HOMFLY-PT
homology colored by arbitrary representations has been defined in [Cau17]. Although it is
formidable to carry out computation of homology via the definition, various structural prop-
erties of HOMFLY-PT homology have been uncovered by combining mathematical defini-
tions and physical predictions. In particular, it was proposed in [GGS18, GNS+16] that when
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1 1 31
−1 1 41
2 1 52
−2 1 61
3 1 72
2 2 74
−3 1 81
3 2 93
4 1 92
−4 1 101
−3 2 103
Figure 1: Double twist knot Km,n and corresponding knots in Rolfsen Table up to 10 cross-
ings.
colors are specified by rectangular Young diagrams, structural properties become more man-
ifest if (a,Q, tr, tc) quadruple-grading is introduced.
In [KM17], closed form expressions of Poincare polynomials of HOMFLY-PT homology
of the figure-eight and the trefoil colored by rectangular Young diagrams [rs] are conjec-
tured. The conjectural formulas in [KM17] are very simple, being expressed by a summation
over Young diagrams inscribed by [rs]. In this paper, we further generalize the formulas to
the case of double twist knots drawn in Figure 1. Our conjectural formulas are expressed
by a summation over iteratively inscribed Young diagrams with interpolation Macdonald
polynomials, which can be understood as a generalization of cyclotomic expansions from
symmetric representations [Hab08, NRZS12, GNS+16] to rectangular Young diagrams. We
attach Mathematica files to arXiv page, which explicitly compute both HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomials and Poincare´ polynomials of the double twist knots colored by rectangular Young
diagrams. Like the Rosso-Jones formula [RJ93] for torus knots, we believe that the formulas
will find many applications in other areas of mathematics.
Convention
Throughout this paper, we use the following skein relation for a reduced HOMFLY poly-
nomial H (K; A, q):
A H
( )
− A−1H
( )
= (q− q−1)H
( )
,
with the unknot invariant is normalized as
H ( ) = 1 .
In addition, in this paper, a knot is always zero-framed and we do not consider non-trivial
framings.
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2 Colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials
It is conjectured in [KM17] that the [rs]-colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the figure-
right K1,−1 is expressed as
H[rs](K1,−1; A, q) = ∑
λ⊂[rs]
D(s)λ (q)D
(r)
λT
(q−1)∏
∈λ
{Aqr+a′ −l′ }{Aqa′ −l′ −s} ,
where {x} = x− x−1 and λT is the transposition of λ. Here, the factor D(s)λ (q) is the principal
specialization of the Schur polynomial
D(s)λ (q) := sλ(q
s−1, qs−3, . . . , q−s+3, q−s+1) = ∏
∈λ
{qs−l′ +a′ }
{ql +a +1} .
The formula is deduced by repackaging tedious calculations [Mor16] with the Cauchy for-
mula
∏
i,j
(1+ xiyi) =∑
λ
sλ(x)sλT(y) ,
so that it naturally exhibits the exponential growth property of colored HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomials [Zhu13] with respect to colors
Hλ(K; A, q = 1) =
[
H (K; A, q = 1)
]|λ|
,
where |λ| is the number of boxes in λ. It is an elegant extension from symmetric represen-
tations [IMMM12] to rectangular Young diagrams. Hence, as in symmetric representations
[NRZS12, GNS+16], one can expect that the [rs]-colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the dou-
ble twist knot can be expressed by inserting an appropriate twist element into this formula.
In the case of symmetric representations, the twist element has been found from the q-
binomial theorem. In fact, the binomial formula for any representation λ is given in [Mac98,
§3, Example 10]:
sλ (1+ x1, 1+ x2, . . . , 1+ xn) = ∑
µ⊂λ
dλµsµ (x1, . . . , xn) (2.1)
3
aa′
l
l′
Figure 2: Convention
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Figure 3: Iteratively inscribed Young dia-
grams [rs] ⊃ λ1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ λm.
where
dλµ = det
((
λi + n− i
µj + n− j
))
1<i,j<n
.
Thus, we use its q-deformation to define
B(s)λ,µ(A, q) := A
2|µ|q(1−s)(|λ|−|µ|)
(
∏
∈µ
q4(a
′ −l′ )
)
det
([
λi + s− i
µj + s− j
]
q2
)
1≤i,j≤s
. (2.2)
where [xy]q is a q-binomial coefficient. Note that when µ = ∅, we have B
(s)
λ,∅ = D
(s)
λ . Using
this, we introduce the following factor which admits two expressions
F(m)λ (A, q) =
(
D(s)λ
)−1
∑
λ=λ1⊃···⊃λm
B(s)λ1,λ2 B
(s)
λ2,λ3
· · · B(s)λm−1,λm D
(s)
λm
=
(
D(r)
λT
)−1
∑
λT=λ′1⊃···⊃λ′m
B(r)
λ′1,λ′2
B(r)
λ′2,λ′3
· · · B(r)
λ′m−1,λ′m
D(r)
λ′m
∣∣∣∣∣
q→q−1
,
(2.3)
where the summations are taken over iteratively inscribed Young diagrams as illustrated in
Figure 3. Although the building blocks B(s) and D(s) depend on s in the first line, F(m)λ (A, q)
is a Laurent polynomial of (A, q) independent of s(≥ length(λ)). In a similar fashion, F(m)λ (A, q)
is independent of r(≥ length(λT)) though each building block depends on r in the second
line. Note that Fm=1λ = 1 for any λ.
Using this, we define the twist element as
Tw(m)λ (A, q) :=
(−A
2)|λ|
(
∏
∈λ
q2a −2l
)
F(m)λ (A, q) , m ∈ Z>0 ,
F(−m)λ (A
−1, q−1) , m ∈ Z<0 .
(2.4)
Then, we conjecture that the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the double twist knot Km,n colored
by a rectangular Young diagram [rs] is expressed as
H[rs](Km,n; A, q) = ∑
λ⊂[rs]
Tw(m)λ Tw
(n)
λ
Tw(1)λ Tw
(−1)
λ
D(s)λ (q)D
(r)
λT
(q−1)∏
∈λ
{Aqr+a′ −l′ }{Aqa′ −l′ −s} . (2.5)
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This is a natural extensions of the formulas for symmetric representations [NRZS12, GNS+16]
to rectangular Young diagrams. We have checked this formula with the results in [KM16,
Mor18b, Mor18a].
Motivated by this formula, we further generalize the conjecture of cyclotomic expan-
sions of colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of a knot K for symmetric representations [KM15,
NO16] to rectangular Young diagrams.
Conjecture 2.1 (Cyclotomic expansions). Let Y be a set of all Young diagrams. For a knot K, there
exists a function
C(K) : Y×Z>0 −→ Z[A±, q±] ; (λ, s) 7→ Cλ,s(K; A, q) ,
which satisfies the following properties
• C∅,s(K; A, q) = 1 for any s ∈ Z>0
• Cλ,s(K; A, q) = 0 for s < length(λ)
such that the [rs]-colored reduced HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the knot K is expressed as
H[rs](K; A, q) = (A
•q•)rs ∑
λ⊂[rs]
Cλ,s(K; A, q)D
(r)
λT
(q−1)∏
∈λ
{Aqr+a′ −l′ } . (2.6)
Importantly, Cλ,s(A, q) is independent of r.
If we can make use of the transposition symmetry [Zhu13] of the colored HOMFLY-PT
polynomials
Hλ(K; A, q) = HλT(K; A, q
−1) ,
then the conjecture can be stated by exchanging q→ q−1, s→ r and λ→ λT, but the details
are omitted.
3 Poincare´ polynomials of colored HOMFLY-PT homology
In [KM17], it is further conjectured that Poincare´ polynomial of quadruply-graded HOMFLY-
PT homology of the figure-eight colored by [rs] is given by
P[rs](K1,−1; a,Q, tr, tc) = ∑
λ⊂[rs]
D
(s)
λ (q, t)D
(r)
λT
(t−1, q−1)∏
∈λ
{A
σ
qr+a
′
 t−l
′
}{Aσqa′ t−s−l′}
∣∣∣∣
(3.1)
whereD(s)λ is a principal specialization of the Macdonald polynomial
D
(s)
λ (q, t) := Pλ(t
s−1, ts−3, . . . , t−s+3, t−s+1; q, t) = ∏
∈λ
{ts−l′qa′}
{tl+1qa} ,
and the change of variables is
A→ a√−trtc, t→ tr−1, q→ −tc, σ→ tr−sQ−1 . (3.1)
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To find the corresponding twist element, we need the binomial theorem involving Mac-
donald polynomials. Happily, the binomial theorem has been generalized by using interpo-
late Macdonald polynomials P∗λ(x, q, t) [Oko97]. Some basics facts on this matter are summa-
rized in Appendix A. Hence, motivated by the (q, t)-version (A.1) of the binomial theorem,
we define the refined version of (2.2)
B
(s)
λ,µ(A, q, t) :=(−t(1−s))|λ|−|µ|
(Aq
t
)2|µ|(
∏
∈λ
q2a
′
t−2l
′ )(
∏
∈µ
q2a
′
t−2l
′ )
× P
∗
µ(q2λ; q2, t2)
P∗µ(q2µ; q2, t2)
.
P∗λ(0; q
−2, t−2)
P∗µ(0; q−2, t−2)
.
(3.2)
In general, B(s)λ,µ is not a Laurent polynomial but a rational function, and B
(s)
λ,∅ = D
(s)
λ . Then,
we introduce the factor
F
(m)
λ (A, q, t) =
(
D
(s)
λ
)−1
∑
λ=λ1⊃···⊃λm
B
(s)
λ1,λ2
B
(s)
λ2,λ3
· · ·B(s)λm−1,λmD
(s)
λm
=
(
D
(r)
λT
)−1
∑
λT=λ′1⊃···⊃λ′m
B
(r)
λ′1,λ′2
B
(r)
λ′2,λ′3
· · ·B(r)
λ′m−1,λ′m
D
(r)
λ′m
∣∣∣∣∣
q↔t−1
.
(3.3)
As in (2.3), it is independent of s (≥ length(λ)) and r (≥ length(λT)). Remarkably, even
though each building block is a rational function of (A, q, t), F(m)λ is always a Laurent poly-
nomial of (A, q, t). We also observe that if length(λ) ≤ 2, it is a Laurent polynomial with
positive coefficients whereas it generally involves both positive and negative coefficients for
length(λ) > 2.
Finally, we conjecture that the Poincare´ polynomial of [rs]-colored HOMFLY-PT homol-
ogy of the double twist knot Km,n can be expressed as
P[rs](Km,n; a,Q, tr, tc) = (−trtc)−rs(sgn(m)+sgn(n))/2×
∑
λ⊂[rs]
D
(s)
λ (q, t)D
(r)
λT
(t−1, q−1)∏
∈λ
{A
σ
qr+a
′
 t−l
′
}{Aσqa′ t−s−l′}
∣∣∣∣
(3.1)
Tw
(m)
λ Tw
(n)
λ
Tw
(1)
λ Tw
(−1)
λ
,
(3.4)
where the twist elements are defined as
Tw
(m)
λ (a, tr, tc) :=

(
− a2tr2tc2
)|λ|(
∏
∈λ
tc2a tr2l
)
F
(m)
λ (a, tc, tr) , m ∈ Z>0 ,
F
(−m)
λ (a
−1, tc−1, tr−1) , m ∈ Z<0 .
Surprisingly,P[rs](Km,n) is a Laurent polynomial of (a,Q, tr, tc) with positive coefficients even
though summands in (3.4) are rational functions of (a,Q, tr, tc) in general. We have checked
the structural properties [GGS18] such as self-symmetry, mirror symmetry, refined exponen-
tial growth property and colored differentials for a number of examples.
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4 Discussion
The formulas conjectured in this paper cry out for geometric interpretation. In fact, the
binomial theorem (2.1) can be interpreted by the first Chern class of the tensor product of line
bundles over flag varieties [Las82]. Recently, a new definition of the uncolored HOMFLY-
PT homology is given by (q, t)-equivariant sheaves on Hilbert schemes of points on C2
[GNR16, OR18b, OR18a]. Although its colored version has yet to be defined, the formula
in this paper strongly suggests that braiding on (q, t)-equivariant sheaves will be captured
by interpolation Macdonald polynomials via the localization of equivariant Grothendieck-
Riemann-Roch formula [Hai02] if it is defined.
The double twist knots can be obtained by taking surgeries on two components of Bor-
romean rings with framings −1/m and −1/n. Actually, the cyclotomic expansions of col-
ored Jones polynomials of the double twist knots have been originally obtained from that
of Borromean rings [Hab08]. Therefore the structure in this formula can be extended to
Borromean rings and twist links at the level of colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials as in
[Hab08, GNS+16]. In addition, it would be interesting to extract information about quantum
6j-symbols with rectangular Young diagrams from the formula conjectured in this paper.
Although it has passed thirty years after colored quantum knot invariants have been
introduced, our understanding of colored invariants beyond symmetric representations is
still very limited. The formula in this paper reveals deep mathematical structure hidden
behind colored knot invariants, relating to special functions and potentially geometry. Of
course, we just glimpse a tip of the iceberg, and we hope that our results will serve as a
stepping stone towards the study of knot invariants of general colors.
A Interpolation Macdonald polynomials
In this appendix, we review a combinatorial definition of interpolation Macdonald poly-
nomials introduced by [Sah96, Kno97, Oko98] and their binomial theorem [Oko97].
For a Young diagram λ, a Young tableau T is obtained by filling the boxes of the Young
diagram by the numbers in {1, ..., n}. We denote the entry of a box by T . A Young tableau
is called a reverse tableau if the entries is weakly decreasing along each row and strongly
decreasing along each column. The maximal number of entries in a reverse tableau must be
not less than the length of the Young diagram by definition. A reverse tableau T on λ makes
a sequence of Young diagrams
∅ ≡ λ(n) ⊆ λ(n−1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ λ(0) ≡ λ,
where λ(k) is the shape of a sub Young tableau of T such that all entries satisfy T > k. For
example, if we consider the following reverse tableau on λ = (4, 4, 3, 2, 2) with n = 6
6 6 6 2
5 5 2 1
3 3 2
2 2
1 1 ,
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then the sequence is
∅ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ .
A skew Young diagram λ/µ is called horizontal strip if there is at most one box in each
column of λ. For a horizontal strip λ/µ, we denote sets of rows and columns intersecting
with λ/µ by Rλ/µ and Cλ/µ. Then, Rλ/µ−Cλ/µ is a set of boxes belonging to Rλ/µ but not to
Cλ/µ. For the above sequence λ(k−1)/λ(k) are horizontal strips for every k = 1, · · · , 6. As an
example, λ(0)/λ(1) and Rλ(0)/λ(1) − Cλ(0)/λ(1) correspond to the black boxes and the red box,
respectively
Let x = (x1, · · · , xn) be variables. The ordinary Macdonald polynomial Pλ(x; q, t) is
combinatorially defined as
Pλ(x; q, t) =∑
T
ψT(q, t)∏
∈λ
xT ,
where the sum is taken over all reverse tableaux T on λ with entries in {1, · · · , n} and the
coefficients ψT(q, t) are defined by
ψT(q, t) =
n
∏
i=1
ψλ(i−1)/λ(i)(q, t) , ψλ/µ(q, t) = ∏
∈Rλ/µ−Cλ/µ
bµ( )
bλ( )
,
with
bλ( ) =
1− qa tl +1
1− qa +1tl .
Then, the interpolation Macdonald polynomial P∗µ(x; q, t) is combinatorially defined by
P∗λ(x; q, t) =∑
T
ψT(q, t)∏
∈µ
t1−T
(
xT − qa′ t−l′
)
.
Using the interpolation Macdonald polynomials, the binomial theorem is generalized [Oko97]
to
P∗λ (cx1, . . . , cxn; q, t)
P∗λ(c, . . . , c; q, t)
=∑
µ
c|µ|
t(n−1)|µ|
P∗µ
(
q−λ; q−1, t−1
)
P∗µ (q−µ; q−1, t−1)
P∗µ
(
xn, . . . , x1; q−1, t−1
)
P∗µ(c, . . . , c; q, t)
.
In particular, the limit c→ 0 of the binomial theorem leads to
P∗λ (x1, . . . , xn; q, t)
P∗λ(0, . . . , 0; q, t)
=∑
µ
P∗µ
(
q−λ; q−1, t−1
)
P∗µ (q−µ; q−1, t−1)
Pµ
(
x1, x2t−1, . . . , xnt1−n; q, t
)
P∗µ(0, . . . , 0; q, t)
. (A.1)
If we restrict ourselves to the cases of symmetric representations and single variable x1, this
formula reduces to the usual q-binomial theorem.
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